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(Comm. by T. KVBOTA, M. Z..., Nov. 12, 1949.)

We have developed in reports (V) and (VI) the general theory of spherical

profile curves. In this present report (VII), we shall apply the theory to

several practical spherical curves.
1. Spherical profile curves of cycloidal system.
We take a small circle Kr with spherical radius Xr as a rolling curve.

In this case, however, it is not necessary to take a circle as a pitch curve K.
Suppose that the curve Kr is oriented so that the radius Xr is positive. We
adopt as origin one of the two points at which the great circle passing a

drawing point C inmovably connected with Kr and the center O,. intersects the
perimeter of Kr, the nearer point P0 to the point C. Take an arbitrary poiflt

P on Kr and dbnote by the length of the arc PoP, by the length of the
minor arc of the great circle connecting the point P with the point C, and by 0
the angle between this great circle and the tangent great circle to Kr at P.
The three quantities :, q and 0 are all signed and moreover sgn ()=sgn (0).

If we find the relation q--f($) between q and $ and the relation
between q and 0, they are respectively the equation of the profile curve F
drawn by the point C and the equation of the path of contact /’ correspond-
ing to F. We denote by the length of the arc PoC.

From the spherical triangle O,.PC we have

(1) cos o sin x, sin (xr-8)cos [sm-x]+cos xcos (x,.-8),
that is;

when >0

when 8<0

where l$Isin X. cos -[ tan x.

cos -’{sin Xr sin (Xr-8) cos [&J+cosX cos (X,-g)t
where $i sinx cos -[ tan x,

t (x,--]"
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The arccosines in (1) and (1). express their principal values.
In particular, when 8=0 the drawing point C exists on the perimeter

of K,,

=2 sin-1 {sin Xr sin [ [81or

Next, from the same spherical triangle OrPC we have

2 cos (xr-- 8) sin xr sin 0 sin q+cos xr cos q,

namely,

3 (cos (X,-8)-+ cos X,) tan’-2 sin Xr sin 0 tan (cos (X,-8)-cos X,} 0

or

cos I(4) cos (X,.----) Ian --sn X,. sin 0 tan +sin (X,.---) sin 0.

The curve represented by Equation (4), the path of contact F, is an c of
the small circle with the point C as center and X,.-8 as spherical radius.

This result may be derived directly fom the chteristic prorty of path
contact which we dius at the last part of the report (V) a the fact that

the spherical evolute of the small circle K,. reduces to the center Or.
Solving (4) for q) we have"

wen )0

4 ), -.qO)= 2 tan-’ { sin x,. sin0in x,. sin 0sin
cos (Xr-)q cos x,.

when <0

2 tan_ {sin x,. sin 0+. sin x,. sin 0-sin-{,:z$fiih8 },cos x,.-)+cos
4 ) g(o:-- where 0 0,

2 tan_ sin x,. sin 0- sin xsin O-sin(2X,.ZB)
cos (x,.- B+cos x.

where 0 0.

The aranaents in (4)t and (4) represent theft principal values.

In particular, when B=0 the awing point C exists on K,
4 )a 0=2 tan- {tan x,. sin 0), where 0 0.

(4? is, at the same time, the equation of the rolling curve K,. itself.
Next, denote the natal equations of the pitch curves K md K by

x=x$) and x=x,$) respectively, where x means the spherical radius

ot curvature of K. Then the specific slidings of F and F are given by
Equation (12) in the report (VI) as follows respectively"
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1 1
tan. *’_..7_ tan xil

-i
t-a xr tan x$) tanx

From (5) we can derive the following results"

(10) S

1
tan

1
tan

i. The values of r and r.., are indelendent of the position of the drauing
I)oint C.

ii. When t pitck curves K a K are both circles, then the specific
slidings a are both constants. Cversely, when both K and K are

circles and both t sc slidings , of F a F are constants, then
the rolling curve Kf F and F must be cmarily a circle.

2. Spherical ercular Wofile ev.

2 ake a small eircle K with spherical rius X a pitch curve and ttle

at K a ereul are F Mth center M and spherical radius g. When the point

M exists inside of K, then any arc of the smatl circle R may adopted as

a profile eue. When M exists outside of K, then any

twin the two tangent great circles awn from M to K may adopted as a

profile ee. When M exists on the rimeter of K, then ny arc of F can

not adopted as a proffie cve making one-int contact motion.

Give orientation to the pitch circle K such that the spherical radius X is

positive and take as orign one of two ints at which the great circle con-

neeting the center O of K with the center M of F interacts the perimeter of

K, the nearer one P to M.

Now we may consider the curve F as a parallel profile curve with spher-

ical distance p from the int M. In this ea the dirtion of and accord-

ingly the sign of e lf-determined. From Equation (1) of M we have the

equation of F by Equation (3) in the report (V) as follows:

when

6 ), =/(e)= O+cos-’ sin X sin (X-3)cos [
when 3<0

-p-cos-’ {sin X sin (x-)cos [,-]+cos x cos (x-)},
tan xwhere [sin X cos- N6) ,=1)=

1) T. Kubota, Geometry of Gears (Japanese) (1917) p. 160.
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sin X .1.

tanwhere sin cos- L’{afiX--A"
The th of contact of F is a conchoid curve with spheril distce

from the circul arc with center O and spherical radius X-3, and then its

equation is given by Equation (7) in the repo (V) as follo
when 3>0

(7), =g:O)=p+2tan-x { sin X sin0sin’xsin
cos (x-$0sx

when <0
f sin x sin 0+Sin x sintan-t cos (x )+cos x ’

(7), =eO= where 00,
t_sin x sin 0-in X-sin 0-sin

1 cos (X--S)+cos X ’where 0 0.
Now we put X-+p= #. fl reprents e spherical distance of the int O
and the small circle 5. Then the first equmion of (6) om

] cos X cos(8) =fg=-p-cos- {sin X sin’-O) cs[sinX
then the curve P om a art of aWhen, n this ca, 0 tends to --,

great circle and ts equation is gven by

[ I-cos sin 0,9 =f )" sin sin x cos cos si
where ] sin X cos- [-tan X tan

and the curve of contact of F is given by"

(10) g 0)" tan cosx+C0S B-sin-= sin x[sin 0 [-in
Now if we transform the origin from the int P0 into one of the ints

of interstion of the great circle d the small circle K, we have, substituting

+sinxcos-[t or -sinXcos- ,tan X

(11) =f" sin =cosX sin B{cos [SX ]-l}+sin Oosin

where O, denotes the angle of teection o F and K.. Octoid rofile curves.

In Equation (11), if we make morver x teM to , we have
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(12) p=f) sin q= sin 00 sin
If we adopt a great circle K as a pitch curve and an arc F of a great circle

which intersects K at angle 00 a, a profile curve, the equation of F is given

by (12).
When we take a small circle Kt as a pitch curve corresponding to K,

the profile curve Fl corresponding to F is called an octoid profile curve. If
we take-again a small circle K,. as another pitch curve corresponding to K,
we obtain again an octoid profile curve F.. When we assort Kt and K as
a pair of pitch curves, the octoid curves Ft and F.,. become a pair of profile

curves. The equation of Ft or F is given of course by (12), and their curve
of contact F is given by

cos 00(13) q--g:O)" cos --- sin0 sgn()=sgn(0),

by putting x =-’-
relation

(14)

into Equatioh (10) or by eliminating from (12) using the

dq -sgn (8) cos .
Next, the equation of the rolling curve Kr for the octoid profile curves Ft

and F. is given by Equation (5) in the report (V) as follows"

1 cot 00(15) x=x/2) tan Xr’-- i--(--ShO-/i-)
And then the specific slidings of Ft and F are

(16)

1 1 1 1
tanX,( tan X.4:] tan ..X, tanXz
cot Oo I cos ?o 1

s-i-ff(lSin’rOosin’:) tanXt,, sina)cos" tanXt

1 1 1 1

o’ o’(:) tan X(:-- tan Xt(:) tanX tan X,
cotOo 1 cosOo 1

sinl--sin00sin) tan a’,) ’incos o--tanXz
4. Spherical involute profile curves.
We take a great circle K and a small circle Kt which touchs K at a point

P0 on K as a pair of pitch curves and give Kt (and accordingly K) a direc-
tion such that the sphorical radius xt is positive. In this case, if we adopt an
arc of a great circle passing the point Po as a profile curve settled at K, the
profile curve I" of Kt corresponding to F is an octoid carve and its patch of

contact F is given by Equation (14) as we discussed in the preceding para-
graph.
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Now we adopt an arc of great circle passing the point P0 as a path of
contact F and consider the profile curves which correspond to this r and

have the same pitch curves K and K. Denote by the angle of intersection
of F and K. We may suppose the angl .* to be positive. When we draw

a great circle intersecting K with angle 8 passing each point on Kt, then we
obtain a small circle with spherical radius sin- [sin x cos 8 I] and concentric

with K as an envelope of the family of those great circles. Accordingly, a

spherical involut F which is drawn out from this small circle and just passes
through the point F0 becomes a profile curve of Kt corresponding to r.

The path of contact F is represented by

(17) q:-.gO)" O=O’+{sgn (Oo) sgn (e)-- 1}-,
where 00=0x r

The equation of the involute profile curve F and accordingly of the profile

curve F of K corresponding to F is derived from (17) and (14):
(18) =ft) sin 00.

The rolling curve K for the involute profile curve Ft is
1 cos 00(19) =’(:}" tan ,-----. tan-----"

If we take a small circle K.., as another pitch curve corresponding to the

pitch curve K, we obtain again an involute profile curve /’ drawn out from

a small circle with spherical radius sin-’ [sin7 ]cos0:[] and concentric with

K. When we adopt these two small circles K, and K as a pair of pitch

curves, the spherical involutes F, and F consist of a pair of profile curves.

There happens a case in which we must adopt as a part of profile curves

that of the another more one spherical involute drawn out from the starting

point on the base circle of F, or F.. The case is quite the same as that which

was mentioned concerning the plane involute profile curves in the report (IV),

3.
Moreover the specific slidings of F, and Fa are given by

1 1 1 1
tanX tan; tan x,,.-- tanX(20) rl=-C--dg-00 i r COS 0,0 1
tan q tanX tart q tanX

In conclusion I wish to express hearty thanks to Prof. T. Kubota, who

has given me kind guidance for the present researches, and in addition I am

obliged to him for the communication of this paper.


